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Don't Throw
Away Earth Day

The Court Case:
What's At Stake?
By AMY REYNOLDS
(CPS) — While many college Impose an undue burden on the
students across the country cele
right of the woman, then the rebrate Earth Day on April 22. quirement must appear reason
thousands of others will look able to the state," Massie says. "If
toward the nation's Capitol with II appears reasonable, then (the
concern about an entirely requirement) can be upheld.
That allows the state wide latidifferent matter.
On April 22. the U. S. tude. But. if it does Impose an
Surpeme Court will begin to hear undue burden, then you have to
arguments In a Pennsylvania go back to Roe v. Wade."
abortion case that could over
turn or more strictly limit existing abortion rights spelled
out in Roe v. Wade.
Recent rallies for and against
abortion have once again
brought the Issue to the national
spotlight. At the center of the debate this time is the case titled
Planned Parenthood of SouthBy SARAH DREWRY
eastern Pennsylvania v. Casey,
Staff Reporter
on which the Surpeme Court will
For college campuses
most likely rule in Jury.
The Pennsylvania law in throughout Virginia continuing
question requires women to no the battle against alcohol, drugs,
tlfy their husbands of their deci- and sexual assault, the future
sion to have an abortion. Other holds a promising outlook.
On April 16. 1991. the Goverrequirements Include a 24-hour
waiting period, detailed record- nor's Task Force on Substance
keeping by doctors of each abor- Abuse and Sexual Assault was
tion performed, which would be created to contest the two intersubject to public disclosure, and related issues. Members of the
that doctors tell women about Task Force (appointed by Cover
alternatives to abortion and nor Wilder) include government
representatives, students, state
about fetal development.
The appeals court upheld the legislators, and law enforcement
constitutionality of the Penn- officials. These members faced
sylvania law In all areas except the challenges of determining
spousal notification, which i the magnitude of the problems
said placed an "undue burden" onl on college campuses In Virginia
the woman by taking away her and addressing them appropriately.
power to decide.
Task Force members conBut. on all of the other requirements, the appeals court cluded that in order to combat
said that the Pennsylvania law these issues effectively, three fo
was constitutionally sound, cus areas must be addressed: Edbased again on the legal concept ucation. Treatment, and Enforcement. Each committee was
of "undue burden."
"Undue burden" is the phrase responsible for discussing and
used most frequently In abortion recommending procedures for
cases by Justice Sandra Day Improving each area on camO'Connor. The term refers to a puses.
Education stands as an Imperson's power to decide privacy
portant element In the preven
Issue for himself or herself.
For example, the court says tlon of substance abuse and sex
that spousal notification vio- ual assault. Some recommendalates the standard of undue bur- tions of the Task Force Include:
den because a woman could not orienting new students about
obtain an abortion if her hus- these Issues to eliminate stereo
band refused to agree to the pro- types and myths about these is
sues, and orienting faculty and
cedure.
But. parental notification In staff about policies relating to
the problems so that they will be
the cases of minors does not vi
olate the undue burden standard well informed and able to effec
because every law dealing with lively support the program. Fraparental notification upheld by ternities and sororities play a
the court has a clause that gives crucial part in education because
the minor a way around the no- they can provide leadership and
tification. In nearly all cases, Inform students about the prothat loophole is petitioning the gram.
court either for permission to
Enforcement and Treatment
get an abortion or for
permission to not seek parental also play an Important part In
the Task Force program. Acapproval for an abortion.
According to Ann Massie, law cording to the Task force recprofessor at Washington and Lee ommendations. Enforcement
University, the undue burden depends highly on the level of
standard is the one on which cooperation between campus
most of the abortion cases hinge. police and the law enforcement
"What she says and what (the agencies of adjacent Jurlsdlc
appeals court) means when they tlons. It Is extremely Important
cite O'Connor is that if the that those two entitles work to
(abortion) requirement doesn't gether with enforcement In or

Most activists don't expect
the Pennsylvania case to
overturn Roe v. Wade because
of the upcoming election. But
the requirements the court Is
considering in the case are a
major departure from the
abortion cases heard in the
past few years.
(Continued on page 4)

Future Promising
In Campus Battle
der to make progress. Also, the
Judicial Board should maximize
its effectiveness In dealing with
these problems. Treatment
should include services for those
with a substance abuse problem,
as well as those who have been
sexually assaulted.
Hopefully for Longwood. this
program should prove to be effective. A committee of faculty
and staff from Longwood will be
chosen in the near future to set
up guidelines and direct implementation of the program on
Longwood's campus. According
to information given by Dr.
Jennifer Apperson, Professor of
Psychology at Longwood, it
looks as though Longwood's
committee will be adequately
challenged.
(Continued on page 4)

By LINDA M. NYGAARD
Staff Reporter
Next week you may ask yourself why trash is being dumped
onto the normally Immaculate
lawns of our Longwood campus.
The answer, of course. Is Earth
Day's birthday.
On Wednesday. April 22, it
will be 22 years since the first
International Earth Day was celebrated. This day was estab
llshed In the hope that people
would become more aware of the
problems facing our planet's
future, and, as a result, work
together toward finding solutions. Today, however, the environmental problems of twenty
years ago have only worsened,
and the solutions, although
Identified, have yet to be incorporated by many in their day-today lifestyles.
As Earth Day 1992 approaches, colleges and universities are looking toward promoting their environmental science
curriculums and student research projects, as well as dally
campus events and lectures
throughout the week.
For the second consecutive
year, the Longwood College
Earth Club has planned dally
activities foi the week beginning
Monday. April 20. so that students can come out and celebrate Earth Day. The week Is
designed to not only be educational, but fun for all who attend.
•On Monday night. April 20.
the Earth Club will host the
Cafe. A movie, entitled The Environmental Revolution." will be
shown from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
•On Tuesday. April 21. any
Interested students will meet at
12 noon by the fountain, outside
The Rotunda, for a "Campus
Clean Up Day. On this day,
students circulate around the
campus, collecting and disposing of trash from around the
grounds.
•On Wednesday. April 22. the
Earth Club will have Informa
tlonal tables set up around the
campus. In addition to various
pamphlets and brochures, stu
dents may pick up an awareness
ribbon to wear for Earth Day.
•Also scheduled for Earth
Day. beginning at 7 a.m.. Is
what Is being called the "landfill
event." For this all day evenl,

the Earth Club will collect a
substantial amount of trash
from around the Longwood
campus, which they will consequently assemble In a huge pile
onto the lawn between Lancaster
and North Cunningham. Earth
Club members and Longwood
volunteers will then search
through the pile to find all recyclable Items.
At the end of the day. the
percentage of all recyclable
materials will be calculated.
Students will then be able to
witness the large amount of
recyclable goods that are needlessly being discarded Into the
trash, and are. therefore, adding
waste to already packed landfills
In the area. As Jennifer Wyatt.
President of the Earth Club,
pointed out. this waste could
easily be prevented "If people
would Just take the time to
care."
•On Thursday night. April 23.
the Earth Club has arranged to
have a band from Norfolk.
"Dying Echo." play outside on
Stubbs Mall. Admission will be
free. The band is tentatively
scheduled to begin around 7
p.m. Although unconfirmed as of
press time, there are arrange
ments currently In the making
for a "surprise band" to also
perform that evening.
Looking beyond Earth Week's
activities. Longwood will offer a
special Interest hall for students
that are Interested In helping
out with the environment, recycling materials, and generally
maintaining a clean hall. This
hall, which the Earth Club ap
plied for. will be on the first floor
of Main Cunningham beginning
In the fall semester, 1992. Any
student that would be Interested
in living on this hall next
semester should notify the
Housing Office early, as stu
dents will be assigned as space
is available.
Longwood, however, is not the
only college that is taking mea
sures to save our planet. For ex
ample. In 1991 at Clark Unlver
slty in Worcester. Mass.. the
school founded the George
Perkins Marsh Institute, the na
tlons first university research
center devoted to studying the
human causes of environmental
change and the global re
sponses.

The Institute Includes a Center for Technology. Environment
and Development: a Center for
Land. Water and Society; a Center for Global Urban Studies;
and. the Clark Labs for Carto
graphic Technology and Geo
graphic Analysis.
At Hobart and William Smith
Colleges in Geneva. N.Y.. several
geosclence students are working
at various sites across the state
to study environmental and ge
ologlcal conditions.
One group Is studying the effects of chemical waste believed
to be seeping Into Seneca Lake
from a landfill in the nearby
town of Dlx. The local community hopes that the students can
determine whether toxic cheinl
cals were dumped at the landfill,
which has been closed since
1981 after runoff waste was discovered leaking Into a popular
fishing stream.
A second group Is examining
the spread of an industrial
chemical through the town of
LeRoy's water table following a
1970 train derailment that
caused 30.000 gallons of
trichloroethene to spill. The
chemical, which attacks the
central nervous system, was
washed away rather than prop
erry contained and vacuumed.
At the University of La Verne
In California, the school recently
established a major in Environ
mental Management, designed
particularly for business stu
dents who will soon be dealing
with environmental Issues at a
rapidly Increasing rate.
At Abilene Christian Unlver
slty in Texas, the school Just
added a interdisciplinary class
called Environmental and Technological Science, which focuses
on several hot environmental
topics - from the depletion of the
ozone layer and acid rain to the
disposal of hazardous waste. All
students are required to take the
class during their sophomore
year.
For those who think that they
might be Interested in getting
Involved with the Earth Club at
Longwood. students Just need
to show up at a meeting. The
meetings are held every Thursday night at 7 p.m. in the
French IV lounge.

Donill Details Thoughts
On Three Issuses
By TODD BUCHANAN
Staff Reporter
Dr. William F. Dorrtll. Long
wood's president, was recently
Interviewed about three Issues
on campus this semester.
These three Issues are: the
new Interview shows on WLCX;
the meningitis scare; and Spring
Weekend.
The radio shows, says Dorrtll,
are really a good Idea but what
we, as students, must realize is
that there are also the opinions
of others on the campus. The
radio programs should seek a
balance between the views of the
hosts of the programs and the
rest of the Longwood com
munlty. He went on to say that
the station and Its programs
definitely adds positively to the
variety of activities offered on
campus.
Dorrlll's reaction to the
meningitis scare was somewhat
more In depth.
As far as he Is aware, this
was the first Ume that Longwood
has had to deal with a mass Inoculation and we could only
learn from our experience. One
problem that he touched on in-

volved Virginias Public Health
Department and Its "taking over"
of the whole Inoculation process.
Dorrtll says that our staff should
have shown more assertlveness
In dealing with the entire sit ua
tlon.
Furthermore Dorrtll attributes
the need for the Inoculations at
Longwood to a previous Incident
that took place when an Individ
ual from Lynchburg College vis
Ited Radford University and the
disease was spread. Overall
Dorrtll believes that our people
handling the Incident did "the
best Job they could under the
circumstances."
As for Spring Weekend. Dor
rill agrees that weather was ob
vlously a factor, and has been
for a while. He believes that to
possibly avoid such Inclement
weather, a later date for the
weekend should be scheduled.
Although Dorrtll thinks that
Spring Weekend Is very worth
while. It definitely cannot be
held Indoors if the weather Is
uncompromising. Finally, Dorrill
stated that he was pleased with
all the activities that were
able on Spring Weekend

<%$U#
Global warming Destruction of ihe rain forests Tone waste The* aren't the legacies we
wanted from the environmental" President Urge George Bush to attend the U N hanh
Summit in Bra/ii m June Right now. the United Stales is the only major indusmal power
refusing to do its pan Ask the President to stop America's role as leading producer of
greenhouse gjses Tell him to suppon the global treaty lor reducing carbon dioxide
emissions, ban the exportation o( toxic waste, and save the world's rain foresu The
|M is the only person who can effectively lead the struggle for our planet's future

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
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COMMENTARY
EDITORIAL

According to our calculations, there are 457 students
at Longwood College. Our basis for this assumption Is the
number of students who managed to vote in the recent
SGA elections.
This number Is contrary to the information we have
received from the college. According to the administration,
there are approximately 3.300 students currently enrolled
at Longwood.
This editorial Is directed at the 2.400 or so students
who didn't care enough to show an interest In their governance system: What In the world is the matter with you?
How can you not have an interest in what Is going on
around you? Don't you people have any brains? Or any
desire to control the events around you?
And the really scary thought is that you same Ignorant and apathetic lumps are going to (not) vote In future
local, state, and. God help us all. national levels.
Perhaps a few of you have an excuse. Deadly Illness Is
acceptable. But a lack of caring is not.
People talk about the Ideals of democracy, and condemn those countries who hold their people In political
bondage. But too many Americans are In a self-imposed
bondage, a bondage whose fetters are forged of ignorance
and apathy. We must break free of our bonds and become
Involved, contributing members of society.
This can be accomplished in a number of ways whose
ultimate goal is the creation of an informed and active
electorate. The failure of more and more people to even
read a newspaper is a symptom of a sick society whose
death knell Is augured by the election of succeedlngly pathetic public officials.
America's obsession with image rather than substance does not bode well for the future of our country. We
must learn to look beyond a facade of political correctness
In our candidates for office and educate ourselves to explore the issues.
For example. Bill Clinton, the Democratic party front
runner, has been touted by some as an Ideal candidate for
president. But the focus thus far has not been on issues

and solutions. Rather it has been on his alleged allalr with
Genlfer Flowers and his experimentation with marijuana
while In college.
Who cares? How many of you have experimented with
drugs? And as to sex. Bill Clinton is not the first potential
or actual U.S. President to have dallied (or In Clinton's
case, allegedly dallied) outside the bounds of holy matrimony. John F. Kennedy is rumored to have had Marilyn|
Monroe (as well as a number of hat-check girls, waitresses,
and government workers) as a sexual partner, and Thomas
Jefferson's supposed mistress was an African slave known
as Sally Homings.
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SGA
Election Results

ROTUHDA

Senior Class President

Longwood College
Box 1133
Farmville. VA
23909

Tara Confalone (unopposed)

Senior Class Vice President
Shannon Nunnally (unopposed)

Junior Class President
James Mauldin (64 votes)

Junior Class Vice President

1920
Founding Editor
Helen Skillman

Julie Lindsay (unopposed)

Sophomore Class President
Glenn Baron (78 votes)

Sophomore Class Vice President
Julie Duncan (57 votes)

These two gentlemen are continually ranked by historians as two of the best U.S. Presidents. Thomas Jefferson
is considered to be the renaissance man of American colonial times and Jack Kennedy has been almost deified recently. Their personal activities had no bearing on their
performances.
Unfortunately, the electorate is blinded by the mudslinging and personal allegations made by battling candidates of both parties, a situation which exacerbates the
lack of focus on issues.
However, this situation continues only at the indulgence of the American population. Our ignorance and disinterest as to issues and candidates is seen on all levels,
from schoolwide to nationwide elections. Sadly. Longwood
students are echoing a national trend of unlnvolvement.
There are a few exceptions, however. Most notable in
our mind Is Mark Tuetlng. a Longwood student whose political involvement is extensive. Not only does he take an
active role in campus governance. Mark has recently become a delegate to the Virginia presidential caucus. We
need more people who seize their futures and who will
definitely make a difference.
And to the rest of you lemmings, take a hint and
make your own future. Don't leave such Important decisions as who makes the rules that govern your life to
someone you don't even know.

HONOR BOARD
Maurice Clark (189 votes)
Mana Pierson (190 votes)
Jenniter Thornton (245 votes)
Amanda Wright (282 votes)

Executive Editor
Bradley L. Owen
Features Editor
Sherry Gatewood

JUDICIAL BOARD
Jennifer Davison (181 votes)
Joseph Forlunato (211 votes)
Jennifer Fox (198 votes)
Cynthia Harper (184 votes)
Julie Lindsay (209 votes)
Can Long (199 votes)
Megan Morra (193 votes)
Susan OPrandy (211 votes)
Tricia Popular (184 votes)
Amanda Walton (256 votes)

Sports Editor
Asst. Features Editor
AnnKenee Helm
Head Photographer
R. Alex Rodriguez
Associate Editor
Erin C. McCay

FOOTBALL TEAM??
Yes - 58%
No - 26%
No Opinion- 16%

Assistant Editor
James K. Johnson

All ballots will be recycled
at the end of the semester.

Business Manager

T SXPEWMtMTTO
WTtt IT ONCE, DIDN'T Efflr>
UKt IT, W1P VOWED NEVEP
" TO TO (TA64IN.M

SdlMlDN

Advisors
Mr. William C. Woods
Ms. Brenda Atkins
Reporters/Assistants: Thomas
D. Birchett. IV. Todd Buchanan.
Michael K. Carter. Dlna Dawson.
Kathy DlMarlno. Sarah Drewry.
Tina Gewerth. Lynn Gianni.

.MARIJUANA?

92

SINCERITY,

Tricia Popular. R. Alex Rodriguez.
Julie K. Tale. Jennifer Wyalt.
and Cassandra Yellis.
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EDITORIAL POLICY
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NEWS BRIEFS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY
home for dinner on March 30 schools' trustees' decision to be
and refused to leave unless he gin admitting men Into the
school's undergraduate pro
Racial Brawl
took the Job.
In recent months. Weaver had gram.
Two months ago, signs began
OUVET. Mich. (CI>S) — An been In constant contact with
argument between an Olivet Masslmlno for suggestions about appearing on campus asking the
College student and her a possible replacement for college community to think
about racism.
boyfriend deteriorated Into a 70- Tarkanlan.
l xi son racial brawl April 2.
The decision was obviously
Sexual Harassment
Police said the woman locked not an easy one for me." Masherself In her dorm room after slmlno said at a news confer
Charges Filed
she and her boyfriend had an ence. "But now that my tenure
argument. The boyfriend started at Vlllanova Is over. I'm excited
LOS ANGELES (CPS) - A
to pound on the door with two to be a part of this great Institusexual harassment complaint
friends, who are black.
tion."
was filed against the women's
Police said the woman tele
soccer coach at Occidental
Students Protest
phoned a nearby fraternity
College, but the school will not
house for help. The fraternity
Selection Committee
Investigate the allegations
members went to the dorm,
because the coach was
where a crowd had started to
OAKI.AND. Calif. (CPS) — dismissed the following day.
gather. I'ollce said some of the Students at Mills College staged
The complaint was filed by
whiles In the crowd began to a sit In April 2 to protest the sophomore Llndsey Collins, who
harass two black nan, described school's hiring of a new provosl alleged that Coach Cherlef Zeln
by police as
Innocent by an all white selection com
used vulgar language. Zeln was
bystanders." and a flghl ensued
tnlttee.
fired the day after the complaint
Police estimated that about
The students occupied the was filed.
25 black students came to the president's office for five hours,
Lynn Mehl. director of athdefense of the two black men demanding a new search com
letics at the school says Zeln
and fought wllh about 40 while mlttee with some minority fac
was not fired because of the
students
sexual harassment allegations,
ulty inemlx'rs.
Two people suffered minor
However, the school's preslbut for "a whole host of
Injuries and one window was d< n! s.ivs she will not reopen the reasons."
broken In the scuffle. Immedl
sc.uih to llnd someone else to
"Mr. Zeln had a contract that
atery following Ihe brawl, school fill the position
expired with us. but we have no
officials Imposed a curlew thai
In a prepared statement.
plans to renew It." said Floyd
was lifted the next day.
President Janet Holmgren said.
tawrenre. director of personnel
As a result of the flghl. bl.uk "I believe the search was con
al Occidental.
students at Olivet have asked ducted thoroughly and fairly... 1
Zeln. who has maintained his
school officials to look Into racial do not Intend to reopen the Innocence, told the Occidental,
problems at the prlvale college.
■eareh The itudenta left peace
the campus newspaper, that
lully. but vowed to continue
Mehl fired him. citing several
UNLV Has A New
their fight.
NCAA violations arising from a
Faith Gabelnlck was if
soccer camp In Costa Rica that
Basketball Coach
pointed by the committee M the he owns.
LAS VEGAS. Nev (CP8) - school's new provost and dean ol
Founders Die In
Kollle Masslmlno. head coach of faculty. Gabelnlck was a dean at
the Vlllanova men's basketball Western Michigan University
Murder-Suicide
program for the pasl 19 years, before landing the Job at Mills a
private women's college In
will replace Coach Jerry T.nk.i
RUTHERFORD. N.J. (CPS) —
nlan at the University of Nevada Northern California
Distraught over falling health,
Students who participated In
at Las Vegas.
the founder of Farlelgh Dlckln
Masslmlno said he agreed to the sit In say they won't rule out
son University shot his wife to
a tx>yi Otl "VI the (ontiov
take the Job after UNl.V i'resldeath, then killed himself In
dent Robert Maxson and athletic
In 1900, the studeni
their home March 29. author!
director Jim Weaver visited his a two week strike to protest the
ties said.

Argument Results In

Claude Monger. Christy Motlley.
Kimberly Mra/.. Chris Mullins.
Linda M. Nygaard. KandlPetttis.

Peter Sammartlno, 88. and
his wife Sylvia. 88. founded
Farlelgh Dlckson University 50
years ago. The school was celebrating Its golden anniversary
this academic year.
Sylvia Sammartlno had
Alzheimer's disease, and Sam
martlno recently had a kidney
removed. Authorities say he was
disturbed over their health
problems and told friends that
he might die soon.
Sammartlno was president of
the university for 25 years.

Divinity School Hosts
Condom Art
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (CI'S) —
The condom has been elevated
to the status of art by the
Harvard Divinity School.
In an unusual art exhibit, titled "Sacred Condoms.'' divinity
school students viewed condoms
covered with beads, fur. yarn,
leather, and feathers.
There were condoms filled
with honey. There was even one
with a tiny baby shoe in it.
Karen Norberg. the artist who
created the body of condom
works, Is a psychiatrist and director of child psychiatry consultation at Boston City Hospital.
The Idea Is to move away
from the embarrassed, secretive,
forbidden kind of association to
making (condoms) acceptable,"
she told the Associated Press.
However, the exhibit was
open only 90 minutes a day for
two weeks at a time when most
students at the school were on
vacation.
A divinity school spokesman
said the exhibit was not publicized and was used In teaching
students at the non-denominational school how to counsel
people about sexuality.

Betting Pool
Investigated
ASHEVILLE. N.C. (CPS) Authorities have closed a state
probe into an NCAA basketball
tournament betting pool In
which University of North Carolina staff members wagered
$61.
Forty two staff members
placed bets In the pool, averag
lng a little more than $1 each.
No arrests were made, and no
action was taken, according to
school officials who said they
were "surprised" that the State
Bureau of Investigation
launched the investigation.
"It was an office pool. Just like
so many others — no one was
making money." said Mary Ann
Epstein, director of public Information.
Vice Chancellor Larry Wilson
said the betting wasn't done on
state time.
"We've been trying to get on
page one for years, but not this
way." Epstein said.
Sports pools are not prohlb
lied by state law. but they fall
under the general statute ban
nlng gambling, which Is a mis
demeanor that carries a maxl
mum penalty of two years In Jail.

Coach Resigns

The opinions expressed in The
Rotunda are not necessarily those
of Longwood College. Us students,
staff, administration, or trustees!
Columns, letters, editorials, and
cartoons represent the view of their
author.
Unsigned editorials
represent the majority opinion of
Ihe editorial board.
All letters to the Editor must be
typed. signed, have arelumaddress.
and phone number. The Edit or and
staff reserve the right to edit any
material submitted for publication.
All contributions shall be
addressed to The Rotunda. LC Box
1133. Farmville. VA23909. Deadline
for articles Is 5p.m. Friday prior to
Ihe Wednesday publication date and
these should be place in the
envelopes Inside the Publication
offices door In Lankford or mailed,
letters, personals, elc. are due on
the office door by 8p.m. Sunday. All!
submissions become the property
of The Rotunda.
Published weekly since 1920 by
the students of Longwood College.
The Rotunda Is an Associated
Collegiate Press and Columbia
Scholastic I»ress Association award
winning newspaper. Questions or
comments should be directed to our
main office at (804) 395 2120 or
faxed lo (804) 395-2237.

statement.
Ihe athletic department began Investigating Graham and
how he handled meal money in
tended for his players several
months ago. Now, the university's auditors are handling the
case.

Amid Investigation
EDWARDSVILLE. III. (CPS) The coach of the men's basket
ball team at Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsvllle re
signed April 2 In the midst of an
Investigation Into his alleged
mishandling of player meal
money.
Larry Graham, who will off!
dally step down on June 30.
cited "personal reasons" for his
decision, according to a school

WASTED
YOUTH.
ONtY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
1

A Pjblic Service of the USOA Forest Service and
your State Forester
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FEATURES
Earnest Gives
Players A Success

7,000 Letters Means
New Zip For LC
By CHRISTY MOTTLEY
Staff Reporter
"Don't forget to write. Here's
my address: Jane Doe, P. O. Box
123. Longwood College, Farmville.VA 23901."
Everyone likes to get mall. It's
depressing to walk to the mallbox, open It to discover that It Is
empty. What makes It worse Is
when your best friend opens
hers and finds four letters! As
you said those last goodbyes to
family and friends as you
headed for Longwood. you most
likely gave out your address, in
hopes of receiving mall at least
once a semester.
Recently, there's been an address change for students
receiving mall on Longwood's
campus.
According to Chuck Allen.
Postmaster of the Farmvllle Post
Office. "On an average there are
approximately 7.000 pieces of
mall that are forwarded from our
office to Longwood each day.
That's approximately two pieces
per student."
At the beginning of 1991.
Allen spoke with Longwood's
Postmaster, Allen Franklin.
Together they worked on obtaining a special zip code for

Longwood College. The first step
necessary was a letter of
request. A letter was sent to
Allen requesting a zip code solely
for the school. He then
proceeded to contact the proper
authorities In Richmond, the
state postal headquarters, to
begin the process.
Approximately nine months
later, based on the volume of
mail and the number of people,
Longwood College was issued
the zip code 23909.
This new zip code cuts down
on additional handling by employees in the Farmvllle Post Office." stated Allen. "All our mail
comes
pre-sorted
from
Richmond. With Longwood
By CHAD LINDSAY
having their own zip code, we
The Student Voice
don't have to separate town mall
RIVER FALLS. Wis. (CPS) —
from Longwood mail. We can
ship mail directly to Longwood The student senate at the Unienabling mall to get there a little versity of Wisconsin-River Falls
has approved a resolution sugquicker."
gesting that a fraternity apolo
Students need to make sure gize for designing and printing
the new zip code Is placed on all T shirts that students have con
mall. When giving out your ad- demned as demeaning to
dress, remember 23909. If you women.
The Student Senate passed a
don't, what mall you do get may
resolution
In late February that
take a little longer to get to you.
asked the Delta Theta Sigma
fralernity chapter to be aware of
the negative implications of the
design and that the fraternity
members reconsider printing
anything similar In the future.
The Interfraternlty Council
also approved a motion sug
gesting that the Delta Theta
But. the actor known perhaps Sigma members comply with the
By AMY REYNOLDS
student senate resolution.
best for his portrayal as Dy(CPS) - You're dead and nasty's Steven Carrington,
The T-shirts, which were sold
you're a short-order cook.
landed the role anyway, and he for the fraternity's "Back to JaYou're stuck somewhere be
is hopeful about the series' fu- maica" party, depicted a woman
tween life and what lies beyond, ture.
in .i shark's mouth with the
a beautiful waitress (also dead)
In the meantime, Coleman is words "Decade of Dominance'
working by your side, a televi- continuing his work with a below it.
sion that peers Into the past at theater company In Los Angeles Tom Goodenough. president
your disposal.
called the Los Angeles Classic of the fraternity, has declined to
Welcome to the "Nightmare Theater Works where he Just discuss the Issue.
Cafe." where visitors' fears and completed a play called "Say
Jim Chaussee. president of
wishes come true, whether Zebra." about the political the Interfraternlty Council, said
they'd like them to or not.
there was concern about pro
situation In South Africa.
It's too complicated to explain
this place Is full - you simply
have to watch the series to understand.

UWRF

Fraternity Catches
Grief For T-Shirt Logo

You Are Now Entering...
The Niohtmare Cafe

"I would call It a Twilight
Zone' with a sense of humor,"
says star Jack Coleman, who
plays the short order cook. The
cafe Is Its own character, It's a
very magical place ... Some people are attracted to the show because they think It's horror, but
when they watch, they see it's
really Its own creation."
With a sense of humor.
The show was created by Wes
Craven, known mostly for bigscreen horror flicks like "the
People Under the Stairs" and the
"Nightmare on Elm Street" films.
Craven. Coleman. Robert En
glund (Freddy Krueger from the
"Nightmare on Elm Street" films)
as narrator, and actress Lindsay
Frost as the waitress, have all
received the critics' approval for
the show, but face a tough fight
out of a Friday time slot. The
show airs on NBC at 10 p.m.
"Right now we don't know
what's going to happen because
we're In such a tough time slot."
Coleman says. The numbers
aren't high, but the demographics are excellent."
Demographics are the
makeup of the show's audience,
whose members are primarily
between the ages of 18-44. The
college audience Is one group
the show Is targeting because of
the show's sophisticated nature.
"Were getting (the college)
audience now, but that's also
the night when a lot of that audience would be out." Coleman
says.
Still, he has confidence that
the show will thrive once more
people discover it. The mystery
surrounding the show Is part of
what attracted Coleman to his
role.
This (script) Just Jumped out
at me. It was the most Interesting and most fun of all the ones
I had read." he says. "I wasn't
sure If I was what they were
looking for originally. They
wanted someone more macho,
with a darker side."

DrIU Thtu Sif ma Tiltiri iatg*

tectlng the Creek image, but he
noted that the Delta Thetas had
not violated any rules.
"DTS has not broken any
laws. At worst, they have used
bad Judgment."' he said.
Some students have begun
collecting petition signatures
protesting the T-shirts.
"Hopefully the petition will
create a greater awareness
among men and women on
campus that this was sexist and
degrading and dehumanizing,"
said Jeannette Barlsonzl. one of
the protesters and head of the
Women's Student Association.
Betty Bergland. a professor
who teaches a class on Women
and History, said students discussed the T-shirt during a recent meeting and suggested
various courses of action.
They are justifiably outraged
and have gone about this in a
intelligent and thoughtful way."
she said.
Other students said the Issue
• was not that important.
I think people are blowing
this way out of proportion." said
student John Kiecker. "I don't
think the words are meant to go
with the picture. The words relate to the fact that It was their
10th annual party."

Phi Kappa Phi
Initiates 55
Longwood's chapter of the
Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
Initiated 55 new members In
ceremonies on Sunday afternoon. April 12.
The primary objective of Phi
Kappa Phi Is the recognition and
encouragement of superior
scholarship In all academic disciplines. Founded at the University of Maine in 1897. the
society now has chapters at
colleges and universities
nationwide.
This year's Longwood Initiates
Include two graduate students
who maintained grade point
averages of at least 3.5 In their
undergraduate work and 3.75 In
graduate studies: 40 seniors and
recent graduates with g.p.a. of
3.5 or higher: and 13 Juniors
with g.p.a. of at least 3.75.
The 1992 Initiates are:
Graduate
students
Stephanie Mudd Couch and
Margaret F. Watson.
Seniors Brian David Bates,
Sharon M. Butler. Natalie K.
Caldwell. Frances C. Carleton.
Angela Sue Clark, Vivian Arrlngton Clark. Mary Carol
Cleaton. Mellssi Ann Cllne. De-

borah K. Stanton Coates.
Christine Lynell Crews. Matthew
C. Culbertson. Vivian Robinson
Davis. Jennifer J. Farnsworth,
Tina Marie Halght. Diane
Hamlin Haley. Monica P.
Harrison. Klrsten Hite. Jennifer
Anne Johns. Cazondra M. Johnson. Christopher D. Jones, Carol
Marie Kick. Robin Kline. Ellen
Luflman Laseter. Betty Jo Layman. Tracy Melnhard Lindsey.
Laura Noelle Littleton. Stephen
Thomas Lusby. Jamie Lynn Mc
Cormlek. Pamela B. Mooneyharn, Jerry E. Morrison, Jr..
Laura Ritter Morrison. Laura
Elisabeth Poe. Jalmee M. Sehulster. Michelle Thompson. Dwight
Andrew Thompson, Tammy S.
Towsey. Derrick W. Vaughan.
Bobbi Wallace. Laura Anne
Wells, and Peggy Anne Wilson.
Juniors Wendy
Renee
Crosby. Allsa Robin Elliott.
Cassandra Mltchelle Ensley.
Mary Carter Davis Fisher. Cathy
L Henderson. Colette Laverne
Hughes, Casey Jo Jellle. Angela
Chrlscella Jones. Lisa Kesterson, Tana Lane Knott, Steven K.
Tanner. Jason Blalr Taylor, and
Darrln Scott Zoller.

By ROSE ANN PITZL
Staff Reporter
The Longwood Players, performed The Importance of Being
Earnest last week.
Although the play was not as
well attended as comedies have
been In the past, it was a
success. The lower attendance
can not be attributed to any lack
of talent by the cast, who
brought Wlldens comedy to life
with their Impressive mastery of
the dialect and grasp of the
Victorian time period.
The action In the three act
play took place In three staged
locations. Act one In Algenon
flat. Act two In the Manner gar
den. and Act three In the
Manner House conservatory.
This put a great demand on
the set designers to create three
striking sets, which they
accomplished. The set design
was spectacular. Due to the
scenery change between acts
and the length of the play, a 10mlnute Intermission followed
each act.
The members of the cast por
trayed Wilde's upperclass In an
Impressive manner, and cap
tured the essence of the period
In their nuances. It was obvious
that they not only understood,
but appreciated the subtle
humor In Wilde's work, and put
great effort into the delivery to
Insure that the audience did as
well. Some problems with line
delivery occurred In the early
performances, but Saturday's
performance went without a
hitch.
The Importance oj Being
Earnest Is a comedy that centers
around the theme of double
Identity and deception, a satire
of Victorian manners, and
mortality. The farce of the play
surrounds the frantic activity of
two men that fall In love with
women who know them under
the false name Earnest.
David Nelson Richards Is
Algenon Moncrleff. an upper
class bachelor who. bored with
his aristocrat life, sets up a
separate Identity for himself In
the county. Rick Codding Is
John Worthing, who Alegenon
discovers is playing the same

+
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game, bunburnlng" as he calls
It, under the alias Earnest.
John falls In love with
Algenon's niece Gwendolyn,
played by Kate Dunnet. but soon
realizes that before he can marry
her he must somehow merge his
two identities and tell her that
his name Is not Earnest. This
becomes Increasingly difficult
when she tells him that his
name Is the main attraction.
Algenon places himself In the
same boat when he. as an
attempt to make both of their
lives more Interesting, goes to
John's place In the country as
John's fictitious brother
Earnest. It Is here that he falls
for John's ward. Cecily, who,
like Gwendolyn falls In love not
with the man. but with the name
Earnest.
The obstacles that the
couples must face are the lies
between them and two very
strong characters. Gwendolyn's
mother, performed by faculty
member Pam Ai kin and Cecily's
governess.
Miss Prism,
performed by Ann Helm, also
hamper the romantic efforts of
the two gentlemen.
Longwood staff member. Hal
Sherman, was convincing as
Rev. Canon Chasuble, the
devout village clergyman who In
the course of the play Is asked
by both men that he christen
them under the name Earnest.
Daniel Ellis had the double
role as both Lane, manservant to
John Worthing, and Merrlman,
butler to Algenon. and Jonathan
Church appeared as the
footman.
Satire can be difficult to exe
cute effectively, especially when
It Is of this subtle nature. The
cast did an Incredible Job and
did the script, and all of Its rapid
one liners. Justice.
The last theatrical performance of the semester will take
place on April 25, 27 and 28. It
will consist of two Japanese
productions — The Nightingale.
and A Thousatul Cranes. These
productions will take place at
different times during these
dates, in both the morning and
evening hours.

American Red Cross

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

THE MOST EXCITING FEW HOURS
YOU'LL SPEND ALL WEEK.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
CAPTAIN GARY WITTEKIND AT 395-2134, OR
COME BY ROOM 207, HINER BLDG.

Build your sell confidence in this excitiny
Army ROTC elective We'U get you out of the
classroom and into adventure.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CAN TARE
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Executive Visits LC
William G. Reynolds Jr.. a
vice president with Reynolds
Metals Company In Richmond,
visited Longwood recently as an
executive In-resldence for the
School of Business and Economics.
Reynolds, vice president for
Government Relations and Public Affairs, gave a lecture March
31 to more than 200 business
students, faculty and local busl
ness leaders on the topic. "Is the
U. S. Recession Over?", with
emphasis on the aluminum
Industry. The next day. he
discussed various real world
Issues with students In
economics and marketing
classes.
The day after leaving Longwood. Reynolds departed for a
two week tour of Russia during
which he was to visit the world's
largest aluminum smelting plant
In Siberia. Reynolds Metals
Company executives are exploring possible ventures at that
plant Involving Italians and
Russians, he said.
'Longwood was very fortunate
to have Mr. Reynolds participate
In the Executive-ln-Residence

program.'' said Dr. Berkwood M.
Farmer, dean of the School of
Business and Economics.
"Reynolds Metals is the leader In
the aluminum business both
nationally and Internationally,
and Mr. Reynolds Is known na
tionally for his work In federal
and state governmental relations."
The Executive-In Residence
Program provides an educational
enrichment experience for
business students through their
Interaction with top-level
corporate executives from
throughout Virginia.
"The program provides a
mechanism for the direct exchange of Ideas and philosophy
between the corporate boardroom and the more theoretical
classroom." Dr. Farmer said. "It
also serves as a forum whereby
community business, educational and government leaders
and the Business School faculty
can get to know one another
better. This Is Important since
Longwood Is an active participant In the Southslde Virginia
economic community."

ZTA Holds BMOC
By TRICIA POPULAR
Staff Reporter
Zeta Tau Alpha held their Fifth Annual "Best Man On
Campus" Friday. April 3. 1992 In Lancer Gym. The master of
ceremonies for the evening was Jen Shlpman and the coordinator
was Martha Cross. The event cost $2, and the benefits went to
ARC-Association for Retarded Citizens. ZTA raised over $1,000.
The Judges for the evening were Tina Harris; Dining Hall.
Bruce Montgomery; Music Dept.. James Gusset; Math Dept.,
Camilla Tlnnel; English Dept.. and Nikkl Fallis; CPPC.
There were four categories that the candidates were Judged.
The first category was an application listing campus activities
and GPA The last three categories were Judged on Friday night.
The "Jean" category was first, and the men were Judged on
their physique. The "Costume" category proceeded and the men
were Judged on their originality and appearance. Last was the
Interview. Each candidate chose a question, and they were Judged
on their overall response.
The following are the candidates and the sororities the men
represented:
Shawn Smith
Kappa Delta
BMOC
Tom Harrison
Alpha Sigma Tau
First Runner-up
Derlck Richard
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Second runner-up
Steve Lane
Alpha Delta Pi
Chris Peebles
Alpha Gamma Delta
Bryce Davis
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Curtis Edwards Delta Zeta
George Stech
Sigma Kappa
Mike Carter
Sigma Sigma Sigma

Farmville Joins
Fitness Craze
By CASSANDRA YELLIS
Staff Reporter
In a world gone mad with los
lng weight and being In shape.
I.umvllle offlrlally Joined the
craze with the opening of Ultimate Fitness on March 7.
Ultimate Fitness started with
three Individuals who noticed
that Farmville had no facilities
for people to work out and get
into shape besides those located
on the campuses of Longwood
and Hampden Sydney. The
threesome, who Introduced Ultimate Fitness lo Farmville included. Mark Drlnkard. Hunter
and Lewis Martin, all from Ap
pomattox. They are not new to
the fitness field however. Lewis
Martin owns another gym In
Appomattox.
Drlnkard. who graduated
from James Madison University
in 1987. owns a convenience
store In Appomattox and wanted
a change. He remembers having
to go off campus to work out
while he was in college and worrying about open recreational
hours which proved to be an In
convenience.
Ultimate Fitness is for the
town of Farmville as well as the
students. Drlnkard stressed "We
offer facilities to students they
have not had. and an atmosphere more conducent to workng out..." Students may
purchase memberships by the
month, semester, or school year
at affordable prices.
Some of the equipment featured Includes some Nautilus,
but mostly Pro Line which is

manufactured In Texas. Ranging
from a full line of free weights,
dumbells, barbells. Incline and
flat benches, squat racks. Life
fitness bikes, stair steppers and
treadmills that are all comput
erlzed, there are machines for
every body part. In addition to
the equipment, there are shower
and locker rooms facilities, a pro
shop and supplements for those
who wish to train more heavily.
One real advantage Is that
there are trainers available to
help people with the equipment
and develop programs for their
own personal work out. which Is
very useful If you are a beginner.
The machines are also set up for
circuit training, where the upper
body is worked out and then the
lower body. This way one part of
the body can rest while the other
part is being used.
Along with a full line of
weights and machines. Ultimate
Fitness offers aerobic classes at
many times during the day. es
peclally for those who have a
hectic schedule. There are six
aerobic instructors, several of
whom taught aerobics classes at
Longwood.
The turnout so far at Ultimate
Fitness has been good,
according to Drlnkard. They are
open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
during the week. 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Saturday, and 1 p.m. to
6 p.m. on Sunday. Drlnkard
stated that Ultimate Fitness will
begin opening at 6 a.m. on
Mondays. Wednesdays, and
Frtdajys.
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Future Promising
In Campus Battle
(Continued from page 1)
In 1988 Dr. Apperson conducted a study at Longwood concerning sexual assault. Three
hundred and fourteen students,
randomly selected, were surveyed on the Issue of sexual assault. The results proved Inter
esting. At some point in their
lives:
•59.5 percent of women and
14.4 percent of men have been
sexually assaulted by a dating
partner consisting being
touched, held, or kissed against
their will
•74.6 percent of men and 61.1
percent of women disagree with
the statement that a woman who
Is drunk and forced Into having
sex Is at fault.
•13.7 percent of women have
been physically forced by a dating partner to have sexual Intercourse.
Overall, both men and women
feel pressure to be sexually active, but more women feel
comfortable saying no to sex
than do men.
Men and women have certainly become more sensitized to
the issue of sexual assault and
harassment with the recent
highly publicized and televised
trials of Anita Hill/Clarence
Thomas and Patricia Bow
man/William Kennedy Smith.
No longer Is sexual assault a
topic that should be kept a secret;
Instead people are more aware of

y

e
what it is. when It happens, and
how to stop It.
In another survey prepared by
the Longwood Office of Student
Affairs In 1990. 3.751 students
from eight colleges in Virginia
(843 from Longwood) completed
surveys conveying their Ideas
about substance abuse.
•60 percent of the students
had regretted their behavior after using alcohol.
•40 percent had had unwanted
sex after using alcohol.
The Longwood results indicated a slightly higher proportion of regular drinkers than the
overall Virginia results.
The survey also Indicated
that the most common drug used
amon£ those surveyed Is marl
Juar.a, with 45 percent of students reporting using it.
The Governor's Task Force on
Sexual Abuse and Assault will
provide a solid foundation that
will aid In improving these
problems at Longwood. In the
areas of Education. Treatment,
and Enforcement, Longwood Is
expected to curtail sexual and
substance abuse on campus, and
hopefully there will be a noticeable Improvement In the near
future. The first step is for stu
dents, faculty and staff to be
come cognizant of these prob
lems so that they can work to
gether for a solution.

Do something good.
Feel something real.

The Court Case
(Continued from page 1)
That's why many fear Roe v.
Wade will eventually be reversed.
Most activists don't expect the
Pennsylvania case to overturn
Roe v. Wade because of the upcoming election. But, Massle
and others note that the require
ments the court is considering
in the case are a major departure
from the abortion cases heard in
the past few years, the most
noted (Rust v. Sullivan) dealing
with federally funded family
planning centers and the type of
information they can give
women about abortion.
The major departures In the
Pennsylvania case deal with the
Information a doctor must give
patients and the 24 hour
waiting period.
"There are two parts to the
information requirement."
Massle explains. "First, either a
doctor or referring physician
must tell the woman of the na
ture of the procedure, the risk of
having an abortion, the medical
risk of carrying the child to term
and the gestation period of the
fetus.
"Also, someone must tell the
woman that the Pennsylvania
Department of Health has pam
phlets about the unborn child
.iiul its development. They must
also tell the woman her other
options, including the fact that
the father could be held liable
for financial assistance or that
the woman could be eligible for
prenatal care through the state.
"Finally, they must certify In
writing that all this informa
tlon has been given to the
woman. Massle says.
According to Roe v. Wade, a
state cannot regulate those
things that the Pennsylvania
law has spelled out.

"It's another assault on Roe v.
Wade, like Webster (v. Reproductive Health Services), where the
states are trying to pass more restrictive legislation." Massle
says. "Hie (court's) decisions of
the past few years haven't been
major departures from the past
rulings, but they've tended in the
direction of showing greater tolerance for regulations."
In the 1989 Webster case out
of Missouri, the court granted
states wider latitude to regulate
abortions.
"If the Pennsylvania case is
upheld, we will see these inroads develop." Massle says.
"The court could uphold all of
the
(Pennsylvania
requirements) and still uphold
Roe v. Wade."
But. after the Pennsylvania
case, the battle against Roe v.
Wade could become increasingly
stronger. Louisiana and Utah
both have major antl abortion
laws headed toward the Supreme
Court that basically provide a
direct challenge to the rights
guaranteed In Roe v. Wade.
Pro-life activists are pushing
to have the 1973 case overturned
and then will focus on convincing Individual state legislators
to limit abortion.
Pro-choice activists say they
don't want a state-by-state fight
If Roe v. Wade is overturned.
Rather, they are lobbying
Congress for passage of the
Freedom of Choice Act. federal
legislation that would set a national standard for abortion
protection based on the prlru I
pies established by Roe v. Wade.
If re-elected. President Bush
has said he will veto the bill if It
makes It to his desk; activists on
both sides say they aren't sure
whether or not enough congressional members support the
measure to override Bush's veto.
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NOTICES

Wild Kingdom

Monthly Payment Plan
Deadline Approaching
Deadline for signing up for
the Monthly Payment Plan for
the fall semester 1992 Is May
20. Applications ran be obtained
from Fran Wilmoth In the Treasurer's office.
Many students and parents
have found paying school ex
penses on a monthly basis an
attractive alternative. The plan Is
available to any full time student.
Should you have questions
about the plan, contact Fran
Wilmoth at 395 2268.

By Anthony Rubino, Jr.
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Cruise Lines Now Hiring Earn
$2,000+ per month working on cruise
ships. World travel! Holiday, Summer and Full-time employment available. For Employment Program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 552

FAST FUNDRAISING
"PROGRAM
For your fraternity, sorority,
team or other organization.
Plus receive a $1000 '
bonus for yourself!

Subscribe Today and Get
This Attractive T-shirt

WANTED
Female roommate for the
summer. Rent $175 plus half
utilities. Located only 1 block
from Campus! Call 392-16771

And a FREE WATCH
just for calling.
Call 1-800-932-052*
Ext 65

ABSOLUTELY FREE!!
Not bacousa wa think tha fhirt will help us tall
magazines Just becausa wa lova you
SO DAMN MUCH IT MO«Ti!-NOTi!

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL Syn
dlcated punk show broadcasts
weekly on Monday from 4 to 5
p.m. and Tuesday from 6 to 7
p.m.onWLCX90.1FM!

• Honesty Shmonestyl
Ten easy ways to lie like a rug

t
5
10
14
15
16
17
19

ACROSS
Tiny spots
Insolence
Barge's
relative
Beige
01 a royal
court
Inkling
In a — (soon)
Pawn

20 — da Triomphe
21 Words ol
distress
22 Cook ol tilm
24 Hackles
26 Esteem highly
27 Tot up
26 Rocket
launchers
31 Coaster
34 Lawman
35 Comp pt.
36 Wanderer
38 Thumb or Brown
39 Series ol
rooms
41 Priest's
garment
42 Building beams
44 End ol mob
or lob
45 Bumbershoots
lor shade
47 Relative of
290
49 As directed
50 More shabby
54 Poetess Wylie
56 Hector Hugh
Munro
57 Victory sign
58 Nitwit
59 Corner

62 —deucy
63 Stan's partner

64 Mine finds
65 Russ. villages
66 Flashy signs
67 A Jane
DOWN
1 Madras
official
2 Earthy pigment
3 Very short
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Lancer Productions Positions
April 1 - Applications available at the Info Desk and student
Union Office.
April 17 - Completed applications due to Student Union by 5
p.m.
April 20 - Interviews
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ANSWERS
4 Have a bite
5 Used a tub

3 H A 3
S 3 a 0

6 Spoils
7 Counter-tenor

8 — 'em!
9 Symphonic
offering
10 Psycho
relative
11 Tightly linked
12 That hurts!
13 Flightless bird
18 Auctioneer's
word
23 Celebrities
25 Art style
26 Tropical trees
28 Bumpkins
29 Part of AM
30 Vaticinator
31 Easy thing
32 "Whatever wants"
33 Exaggerate
34 Like a twice
told tale
37 Place to dance
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40 Previously
owned
43 Whiskey

46 Pesters
47 Teas
48 Control
50 Shiny fabric
51 —tower
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52 One who
sniggles
53 Delia ol song
54 Cheese
55 Sites
56 WWII town
60 Rubber tree
61 Garden tool

8A.M. - 12 Midnight
RAM. - 5 P.M.

Hey Rotunda Staffers Thanks for a great Job this
semester! Be sure you're at our
special meeting on April 22. Editor
Happy Birthday Erin
It's so late! - Love, Noel

sorry

Friday. May I
8 A.M. - 12 Midnight
Saturday, May 2
9 A.M. - 12 Mulmght
Sunday, May 3
I P.M. - 12 Midnight
Moiulay, May 4 - Wednesday. May 6
8 A.M. - 12 Midnight

Vour/?cv//Horoscope
r—

Cookie - You're my sis' forever. Pookle
Hey P.M. - Lookln' good, as
always. Coming to the party
Saturday? You were wild at the
last one! - Prez.

The Student Development Office is at it again. Spring break
has come and gone, and they have pumped out yet another round
of surveys.
Approximately 900 students returned to campus to find that
they were among the randomly chosen few to receive a golden
packet In the mailbox which included not one but three surveys,
this time. We are all assured that each and every one Is of the ut
most importance.
Two of the Instruments relate to Longwood's ongoing data
collection regarding the change and development of our students,
but the third is something different entirely.
A new staff member In the Student Development Office. Onie
McKenzle. has designed a student opinion piece that allows us to
evaluate the services, offices, and programs that effect our dally
lives. She swears they need our evaluation of these programs and
services in hopes of making this place the best that it can be
Makes sense, I guess...
So. if you are one of the lucky ones, be a pal and gel those
surveys back to the Student Development Office.

IO A.M. - 5 P.M.

I P.M. - 12 Midnight

LIBRARY HOURS DURING KXAMS

PERSONALS

Cruise Lines Now Hiring Earn
$2,000* par month working on cruise
ships. World travel! Holiday, Summer and Full-time employment available. For Employment Program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 733

by Virginia Yates

Srnulay

FOR SALE
19" Color TV w/remote.
Only $150! Excellent condition. Call 395-3260 If Interested.

CRUISE JOBS

THE Crossword

Monday - Vmrsday
Friday
Saturday

Coming up in the next issue
. "W« do It tor the treokln' money!"
An Interview With Regis & Kathy Lee

LIBRARY HOURS. MARCH 23 - MAY 6. 1992

by Ruby Wyner-b
A. A.B.P certified Astrologer

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) You're

Scorpio: (Oct. 24 -Nov. 21) Treat

right if you think you're picking

yourself and your family to a

up romantic messages from

professional butterscotch facial

cuttlefish.

Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-1 )cc. 21)

surprises from your family con-

Despite your happy-go-lucky

tinue. The lot of them will van-

attitude, everyone you meet will

ish without a trace.

be ornery as a scaled whelp.

Gemini: (May 21-June 21) A

Capricorn: (I)cc. 22-Jan. 19) To

lovely romantic dinner will be

impress important clients, dot

ruined when your date chokes

all the i's in your manuscripts

to death on a piece of gristle.

with little flowers.

Cancer: (June 22—July 22) You

Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18) Just

will accidentally photograph an

when your roommates think

Amish family, thus insuring your

they've gotten the last word,

admittance to Hell.

surprise them with a wheelbar-

Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) You'll win

ATTENTION SENIORS
Longwood's Admissions Ottice anticipates employing an
admissions counselor beginning on or about mid July and ending in May 1993 High energy, good communications skills, and
active involvement while at Longwood are prerequisites tor successtul candidates.
Salary $1606.00 per month, no benetits, all travel expenses
paid. Must be willing to work at Admissions programs on week
ends and evenings.
Interested candidates should submit a resume to
Dr. Judy, vdgt,
Associate Director of Admissions
Longwood College

and anal rinse.

Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) Happy

row full of gravel.

second place in a hedge-clipping

Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Now'l

contest, but you'll blow all the

agcxxl time to start preparing f< >r

prize money by buying an emu.

August snowball fights. Build

Virgo: (Aug. 2 3 Sept. 22) A

up your freezer arrrtory before it'i

loving relationship with an

too late.

Aquarius opens new vistas in
oral stimulation.

Ruby Wyner-Io is a prufesstrr t>f

Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) (rreai

Ascrogical Studies at the I Iruvm %Uj

news, Libra! Tonight, you'll

of'Chicago. For $6000 a semester,

wrestle and ikin a mammal with

you too can the learn the art of

your bare hands. The species is

irredicung futures CA\ University

unclear.

of Chicago adminstradon for mure
details

Campus Calendar
Thursday
April 16
Lancer Productions:
General Meeting. 1:15 pm
Conf. II
Women's Tennis:
Randolph-Macon, 3pm
Lancer Courts
Lacrosse: Randolph-Macon,
4pm 1st Ave. Field
SGA: Open Meeting. 6 pm
Conf. I
Cunninghams Lecture: "An
Anthropologist on the Road
in West Africa" by Dr. James
Jordan. 7pm 4th Floor S.
Cunningham
Dance Concert: 8pm Jarman

Friday
April 17

Saturday
April 18

Dance Concert: 8pm Jarman
.
..
LP Movie: The Addams

Men's Tennis: Queens, 1 lam
Lancer Courts

Sunday
April 19
EASTKK

Monday
April 20

Tuesday
April 21

Wednesday
April 22

Women's Tennis: Holln
3pm Lancer Courts

Men's li-imis. Va.
Wcsleyan. 4pm Lancer
Courts

Rotunda Staff Meeting We
need you - come join us'

Workshop Interviewing
Skills. 5pm CPPC

Family. 9:00 pm Gold Room

ONLY ONE MORE ISSUE THIS
SEMESTER, SO GET YOUR
FAREWELL PERSONAL IN BY
SUNDAY!!

Information on events should
be submitted to the Student
Union Office in Lankford by
the Friday preceding the
appropriate issue of the
n/mpr

Longwood Band Concert
8pm Jarman

if Movie The Addam:.
LUDJJX 9 (X) pm Gold Room

6 pm Lancaster B27

SPORTS

[•age 6

Saunders,
Risko Share
Player a
The Week
Sophomore tennis players
Melanle Saunders and Jennifer
Risko, both 6 0 In singles for
Lady Lancer netters this spring,
have been named co Longwood
College Players of the Week for
the period April 5 12. Player of
the Week Is chosen by the Long
wood sports Information office.
Saunders. who plays No. 2
and Risko, who has played No. 5
for most of the season, both won
two singles matches last week as
Longwood beat Virginia Wealeyan Thursday 7-2 and Meredith Friday 8-1. The Lady Lancers
evened their record at 33 with
the victories.
"Saunders and Risko have
been consistent In their play the
whole year." said coach Angle
Coppedge. 'They have continued
to win this spring even though .
they've moved up a notch on the
singles ladder."
Saunders and Risko also
teamed up for a doubles victory

The Rotunda April IS, 1992

Lancers Win 11 Straight;
Record Now 25-7
Longwood's surging baseball UMES twice Sunday In games
team won seven games In a five- played In Lynchburg. Tucker
day stretch last week. Increasing had a pair of two-run homers for
Its current win streak to 11 and a record total of 18 for the sea
Improving its season record to son and 41 for his career.
25-7, heading into a double- Tucker held the old season mark
header against nationally of 15. while Jeff Mayone (1984ranked South Carolina Spartan- 87) had the career record at 39.
Counting the twin bill against
burg Wednesday afternoon in
St. Pauls. Tucker had 19 RBIs
Crewe at 1.
Spartanburg. ranked 19th at for the week. He has 55 for the
14-10
a week ago, proved to be a season. Freshman Brian Bassett
JENNIFER RISKO
tough foe for the Lancers March ended Sunday with three dou
24 In South Carolina when the bles In three trips to the plate.
last week, winning at No. 2 cou- Rifles took the opener 3-0 and He got two doubles and two RBI
ples against Meredith.
Longwood the nightcap 2-1 In the opener. Kyle Weaver, now
A graduate of Halifax County Longwood was ranked 22nd last 5-3. gave up Just two hits and
high School. Saunders was also week.
no runs in five innings to pick
6-0 In the fall, giving her a comThursday the Lancers will up the win.
bined mark of 12 0 for the year. visit Randolph-Macon for a sinIn the second game, which
Coach Coppedge credits Melanle gle game at 3 and next Monday was delayed briefly by rain.
with being a determined com- they'll pay a return visit to John Hutzler went 4-5 with
petitor who refuses to quit. She Worthlngton Field to face Divi- three RBIs and a double. Scott
has won several three-set sion I Liberty for the second Abell hit his 10th homer and
matches In her career.
drove In three runs. Tucker went
time.
Risko. now 12-1 for the year,
Outscorlng the opposition 98- 3-4 with a double and a triple,
has a 23-4 record over two sea- 26 last week for an average and Shawn Jones collected his
sons. She played the No. 6 posiscore of 14-3.7, Longwood beat eighth homer and a triple In two
tion In 1990-91 and some last Division Is North Carolina A&T trips. Beneflttlng from 13 walks
fall. Coach Coppedge says she (16-5. 12-2) and Maryland East- altogether, the Lancers moved
wears down her opponents with ern Shore (9-2. 20-8) Saturday ahead 8-0 In the first Inning, a
tremendous consistency. She and Sunday. Friday the Lancers frame- which featured six con
graduated form Heidelberg High beat homestanding Virginia secuuve Lancer hits.
School In West Germany.
Wyatt Fllppen allowed Just
State 6 2 and last Wednesday,
Longwood took care of St. Paul's one hit and two earned runs In
four Innings while moving his
15-1 and 20-6.
Longwood All-American Mike record to 3-0.
Bowman Slam Keys Sweep
Tucker finished off the week the
way he began it with a pair of of Aggies
Junior Todd Bowman hit a
homers as the Lancers beat

Reflections Of A Road Trip

grand slam homer and collected
six RBIs to key an opening 16-5
Lancer win Saturday over North
Carolina A&T. while Tucker and
Jeff Toms homered for Longwood
In the 12-2 victory in the nightcap. Both games were stopped
after five innings on the 10-run
rule.
Bowman added a two-run
double. Terry Taylor hit his sixth
homer and Chris Tyson drove in
four runs with a double and a
single to make a winner out of
pitcher Bill Martz. Martz (2-1)
gave up eight hits and five runs.
Freshman pitcher Bart van
Zoest tossed a four hitter In the
second game while running his
record to 4-0. Tucker (3-3) and
freshman Jeff Toms homered for
Longwood while Chris Porter
also had three hits and three
RBIs. It was Tom's sixth homer.
Weaver Goes the Distance
In Win at Virginia State
In perhaps the top outing of
his career, sophomore Wayne
Weaver limited host Virginia
State to seven hits and two runs
over nine Innings, keying Longwood's 6-2 win Friday. Weaver
(3) walked two, struck out
three, and allowed Just one
earned run.
Tyson (2-4. RBI) and Taylor
(2 3.RBI) were the top Lancer
hitters. Porter also had a clutch
hit. an RBI and scored all the
way from first on a single by

By CHRISTOPHER MULLINS
Stqff Writer
Christopher Mulltns Is a senior pitcher far the Lancers. The
jollowlng article is a Journal account oj a recent baseball team trip.
It will be published over several Issues.
Friday, Feb. 28
9:00 a.m. - Ooohl 1 lay In bed trying to answer the wakeup
call, but 1 can'tl I'm paralyzed? No! I'm sore! 101 pitches the
previous night made me pay this morning.
9:15 a.m. -1 take a long, long hot-shower. I even use the
Water-Plk. That damn thing is a gimmick. It doesn't massage me.
Just shoots three fat ropes of water at Fire Department speed Into
your back. After I catch my breath after having the crap beat out
of me in the shower. Todd, Mark, and 1 go to eat at Shoneys.
11:00 a.m. - We leave for the ballpark. Today we play
Morris College in a doubleheader.
6:00 p.m. - Being the superior team, we slaughter rule
them twice. Pretty much a typical Lancer beating of an opponent,
except for one thing. Fellow pitcher Wayne Weaver threw a nohitter. A major feat any time you can accomplish, today put
Wayne In the books forever.
We arrive back at the hotel.
7:00 p.m. - Mark. Todd. and I went to the mall on Coach's
shuttle. Wc wanted to find a new restaurant, but ended up at
l'1/za Hut. We talked and ate for a long while, then went back
through the mall to find the arcade. After you play a couple of
games, we can start giving oral report cards on players, teams,
umpires, etc. 1 guess It's a way to pass the time.
9:00 p.m. - We arrive back at the hotel and pack because
we are leaving Florence for Columbia in the morning.
10:00 p.m. - A friendly game of cards Is being played, for
fun, not money of course. Yeah, for fun.
Midnight lights out.
Saturday, Feb. 20
10:30 a.m. -We ship out of Florence on time. As I am going
through my stuff to make sure Uiat I have everything. I find $17
In my wallet that wasn't there before. Hmmm? I wonder where
that came from?
11:30 a.m. - We stop at Darlington Raceway In Darlington.
South Carolina. It was pretty cool because I've never seen a
super-speedway, nor any speedway, before. Todd particularly
enjoyed It because he has two stepbrothers and race
professionally. After pictures, etc. we left.
12:48 p.m. - We arrive In Columbia, and check Into the
Columbia Northeast Hotel. For tonight, Mark Simon and Todd
Howman and I must share a room. Hmmm. Let's see. I'm a
senior. Todd's a Junior, and Mark's a freshman. I wonder which
two will get their own beds and who will get the cot?
2:30 p.m. - We arrive at the ballpark and do the same old.
s.iiiu- old. My soreness Is almost gone, considering I may have to
pitch tomorrow. Bill Mart/ and Maik Simon pitch tcxl.iv against
Benedict College
9:00 p.m. - We won both games and are on our way back to
the hotel Bill pitched well and Mark tied a school record for most
strikeouts In a game. I Just tried to encourage everyone during
the games, and got In a couple Innings as the play by play man.
When he Is not pitching. Bart videotapes our games, a freshman
responsibility. I wandered over and Just started commenting on
the mike, and the next thing you know, we were In the fifth
inning. It kept me In the game, much like keeping the scorebook.
or charting pitches, etc.
10:30 p.m. - After eating at some pitiful restaurant called
Waffle House, which should be called Awful House, we managed
to keep our food down and go to the club In the Hotel. Myself.
Todd. Wyatt Fllppen. Bart, and Brian Bassett went down there to
shoot pool. It was pretty fun. except for some little weasel running
around making sure we paid $1 every time we played. What a Job.
b^WJ'nfl l°r money.
12:30 a.m. - Todd and 1 fell asleep, while Mark stayed
downstairs In his parents' room.

Lady Lancer Softball Squad Wins 3-4
By GREG PROUTY
Longwood's softball team
played four games over the
weekend, splitting with Virginia
Wesleyan Saturday at home,
winning 7-6 and losing 6-2. before sweeping a doubleheader on
the road Sunday against James
Madison's club team by scores of
5 1 and 21-3.
At JMU. coach Loretta
Coughlln's squad scored four
runs in the second inning of the
opener In taking a 5-1 decision.
Freshman Lorri Payne slammed
a two run homer, while sopho
more Ana Litton and freshmen
Becky Condrey and Marl WUlen
each contributed two hits apiece
to pace the victory. Sophomore
Andrea Wrenn picked up the
mound decision and is now 4-5
on the season.
In the nightcap, the lady
Lancers scored In every inning of
the five inning blowout LC got
five In the first, three In the
second, two In the third, six In
the fourth, and five In the fifth.
Litton and senior Laura Marks
each hit two-run homers, with
senior Cassle Mullenlx and
Payne each adding three hits to
the attack.
Senior Chris Cronke scored
five runs, going 2-2 with three
walks. Marks added four runs,
while Litton and Payne each
scored three runs. Junior Kathy
Brown took the pitching win and
Is now 6-5 this spring.
Against VW. the Lady Lancers
scored four runs In the bottom
of the seventh Inning of the
opener to take an exciting 7-6
victory before dropping the
nightcap 6-2.
In the first game win. Longwood trailed 6-3 heading Into Its
last at bat. Payne led off by
reaching first on a close play In
which the shortstop's throw
pulled the first baseman's foot
off the bag. Following an out.
Payne stole second and moved to
third on Wlllen's single. Payne
then scored on a passed ball
with WUlen moving to third.
Gronke's single scored WUlen to
close the score to within 6-5.
Marks and Mullenlx then
singled to load the bases as
plnch-runner Glnny Henry
moved to third. A passed ball
scored Henry with the tying run
and following another out. Condrey singled to score Marks with

the game-winner. Brown picked
up the pitching win In relief.
In the second game.
Longwood allowed all six runs In
the first Inning and never
recovered to lose 6-2. The Lady
Lancers managed single runs In
the fourth and sixth Innings.
Gronke singled and scored on a
double by Marks In the fourth,
and Litton singled and scored on
an error In the sixth. Brown
suffered the mound loss.
Longwood travels to Mary
Washington Wednesday for a
doubleheader at 2 o'clock, then
closes the season Friday at
Brtdgewater with a doubledlp
beginning at 3.

Taylor In the fourth, putting
Longwood up 3-1. The Lancers
stole six bases In seven attempts.
Lancers Rip St. Paul's 15-1.
20-6
Longwood laid waste to visit
ing St. Paul's Wednesday at
Prince Edward County High
School as Tucker drove In 10
runs to pace a 15-1. 20-6 sweep
of the Division II. ClAA member
Tigers.
Longwood scored 12 runs In
the first Inning of the nightcap
and Tucker drove In seven. He
hit a grand slam homer to put
the Lancers up 4-2. Later in the
same Inning Tucker hit another
blast out of the park with two
men on board.
Perhaps the longest homer of
the day was hit by Toms, also In
the first inning. Also homering
for Longwood were Tyson (1) and
Abell with three-run shots In the
first game. Abell had a total of
six RBIs for the day with five
coming In the first game. Hutzler
went 3-3 In the second game
with a double and two RBI.
Gaining the mound wins for
Longwood were freshmen Mark
Simon In the first game and
John Daniel In the second. A
lefthander. Simon (2 0) tossed a
three hitter and struck out six.
Daniel (10) allowed eight hits.

Lady Golfers Sixth In
UNCW Tournament
Swinging back in to action after a month layoff. Longwood's
women golfers finished sixth out
of nine teams at the 11th Aza
lea/Seahawk Invitational which
was hosted by UNC Wilmington
Friday through Sunday at Topsail Greens Country Club In
Hempstead. N.C.
Longwood shot 332-329-330
for a three round total of 991,
while Kansas traveled a long
way to come up with the tourney
title, tying a tournament record
with a 316 307-297-920. Jay
hawk standou'. Holly Reynolds
shot 69 77-74-220 to take the
Individual crown.
Leading the way for Longwood
was freshman Charlalne Coetzee
with an 81 84-76-241. Junior
Anna Radford was next at 85
79-83 247. Also playing for the

Lady Lancers were seniors
Sherry Evans. 79 82 88 249
and Ami Schonauer 87-84-83
254. plus freshman Michelle Zl
ats. 88 92-94-274.
Longwood will turn Its atten
tlon to getting ready for the Na
tlonal Golf Coaches Association
Division II Championship May 46 In Fayettevtlle. N.C. After fin
lshlng second last season behind Rollins, the Lady Lancers
will be out to reclaim the title
they won In 1987. 1988 and
1990.
Azalea/Seaahawk Team
Scores: Kansas 920. UNC Wllm
Ington 955. Methodist 963,
James Madison 970, AlabamaBirmingham 986. Longwood
991. Western Kentucky 998.
UNC Greensboro 1022. Ap
palachlan State 1053.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
GRADUATES

$SE2lta;
FORD

IMERCURY

TOYOTA
Service is the Secret to Our Success'

WE HAVE
ANEW
VEHICLE
RESERVED
FOR YOU!

•NO DOWN
PAYMENT
NEEDED!!

t

>N0 CO-SIGNER NEEDED!!

CALL 392-8166 FOR DETAILS

DUNN FORD
MERCURY-TOYOTA
Rt. 15 South
Farmville, Va. VA DLR

